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Dear <SUPPLIER NAME>, 

Welcome to BuildPRO 

RE: IMPLEMENTATION OF BUILDPRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM  

As a valued client and supplier of the AJ Grant Group you are aware of our commitment to providing 

Competitive, Reliable and Quality services to our clients at all times. Over the past two years we 

have been working hard to develop a new management software solution from the ground up, 

specifically designed for AJ Grant. At the forefront of our criteria during this development stage has 

been supplier and client interaction, with specific focus on streamlining all processes, improving 

reporting and providing an interactive system.  

 The benefits of this system include: 

 All Purchase Orders, Quote Requests and Do and Charge Requests are emailed directly from 

the system, including photos and detailed Scope of Works information. 

  Suppliers have a dedicate web portal for monitoring jobs, checking status of works and 

submitting any communications. 

 Ability to submit Recipient Created Tax Invoices at the click of a button. 

 Automated correspondence and updates including work schedule of all suppliers, change in 

request information, client contact details and job updates. 

 Allowing you to carry on with your business and spend more time onsite earning $$$ rather 

than being bogged down in the office completing administration tasks.  

 Ability to quote, invoice and update jobs from site utilising tools such as iPhones, iPads and 

alike. 

 Allows A J Grant to Performance manage all contractors , rewarding those who continue to 

meet and exceed set targets and goals including : 

a. Prompt quote response times with high success rates 

b. Prompt turnaround times on all jobs  

c. Average costs calculators being used and gauged against similar trades  

d. Plus more  

 

Resulting in MORE ALLOCATIONS  
 

 

 

 

 



 

We are proud to report that after a long and dedicated development and testing period our new 

system – BuildPRO – is beginning to roll out through the AJ Grant Group. Over the next several 

months we will begin initiating the system in various stages, with stage one commencing at the 

beginning of April and being roll-out for several of our Sydney estimators. 

Over this period of time you may receive emails updating you on the progress and any further 

developments. 

 

What Does BuildPRO mean to our dedicated suppliers: 

“SAVE TIME – MAKE MONEY “ 

 

How it Works: 

 A J Grant Estimators attend site assess the damage estimate job costs and seek approval 

from our clients.  

 Job receives approval and works will commence.  

 Job is sent in 2 ways pending the job:  

a. Quote requests will be sent to contractors to complete within our closed quoting 

environment. 

b. A Do and Charge Request will be sent to you with completed scopes and allowances. 

 Job will then be accepted or declined by your company after receiving an email and link to 

your Supplier Portal.  

 You will then be asked to contact client and book in a time suitable to all parties whilst using 

the assistance of the inbuilt scheduler.  

 You can upload photos, documents with ease.  

 All information will be stored on our hosted servers.  

 Complete your set tasks. 

 Go onto your portal and simply enter job cost amounts and your job is complete. 

 BuildPRO will generate and send you a copy of your invoice once you insert your invoice or 

reference number.  

 Log onto BuildPRO and filter though all jobs as you wish.  

 

“EASY AS THAT “ 

 

 



What’s next: 

1. You will receive an email with your login information (username and password) 

2. Visit www.ajgrant.com.au to log in to your portal 

3. On our homepage (see below) enter your username and password to login 

 

 

 

 

“Accessible anywhere, any-time from nearly any device!” 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ajgrant.com.au/


Once you have logged into the site you will see the screen as below (but with no jobs yet!) 

Go to the User Information section (the gears icon) and update your information and reset your 

password. The following image explains further the different areas of the portal. 

Once your information is updated, sit back and wait for the new system to start sending you emails. 

The emails will contain links that automatically open that specific job and contain the works (or 

quote) required, photos of the job, contact details of the client and all the necessary information you 

need to complete the work. 

You can work solely from the incoming emails or if on location or looking for a specific job you can 

log in at any-time to the portal and browse all jobs (as below). 

 

If you have any queries or questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to 

email itsupport@ajgrant.com.au or contact us on 02 9542 2233. 

mailto:itsupport@ajgrant.com.au

